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Among the comparatively few comments about the magazine
that have come to the Editor are suggestions that there should
be more articles on other than Cotswold Morris. True: the
remarkable picture of the North-west; the specializing in
Border Morris; the state of the Rapper in its heartland;
those, and more, will be grist to the Editorial mill.
What decides a club to concentrate on one or two aspects
of the Morris? What happens in an established club if the
decision is not unanimous?
Outstanding visits abroad are worth some record; so is
the odd piece of morris-related information found in old
local chronicle.
In short, there is an appeal for more material from
which the magazine can select.
The Editor/Stapler/Despatcher sends his Christmas Greetings.
Write to Ewart Russe11,50,Mile End Road,Colchester,C04 5BX
****************************************************************
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LOCAL NEWSPAPERS AS A SOURCE
FOR THE HISTORY OF MORRIS
IN THE SOUTH MIDLANDS
Part One: An assessment of local newspapers.
In the last issue I touched briefly on the apparent importance of local newspapers as a source for furthering our
historical understanding of the morris in the south midlands,
and propose to elaborate on that suggestion in some depth.
Arguably, the most important variant is the 'Cotswold'
morris, which centres on Oxfordshire and includes the fringe
areas of the bordering counties of Gloucestershire, Warwickshire, Northamptonshire, Buckinghamshire and Berkshire (1);
but the area also includes villages which had teams dancing
the 'Border' and 'Forest of Dean' types of morris, each with
a particular form of dance characteristics, structure of
team and time and nature of appearance. Of these three, the
Dean morris has been least well documented and our knowledge
of the details of its historical existence is scant; although
a little before his death Russell Wortley produced the most
comprehensive article yet published on the subject (2).
Roy Dommett was correct when in a loose-leaf volume of
historical notes lodged in the Vaughan Williams Library around
1964 he urged the examination of local newspapers in order
to extract material which was relevant to the history of the
morris; and Alan Rogers echoes the sentiment, in a more general
way, when he states "the local historian can never get far
away from the newspapers at any time during the nineteenth
century." (3) Most local newspapers prior to 1850 - later in
many cases - tend to be largely cosmopolitan in content.
Reflecting the almost non-existent distribution of the urban
press in the localities, the regional newspapers concentrateed on printing news of national and international importance,
usually sandwiched between a considerable amount of local
trade advertisements (4). A certain amount of local news is
printed in most south midland papers prior to 1800, but
generally only where it concerns the gentry, political manoeuvres or criminal activity (5). Indeed, throughout the

whole of the nineteenth century coverage of the local criminal proceedings - magistrates courts, petty sessions and
assizes - often comprise the total coverage of a particular
town in any given issue. From around mid-century, news items
from the catchment area served by the newspaper tends to intensify; with occurrences in the town of origin taking precedence, but with many of the more important villages being
given their own heading, usually in a heavier type-face,
which is a considerable aid to research. To facilitate this
coverage a network of local correspondents was established,
a number of whom serviced more than one paper; and wordfor-word identical reports begin to occasionally appear in
two or more geographically separate titles (6). With the
increase, the newspapers eventually tended to feature the
local reports on the same page each issue, which also speeds
up the process of checking for the researcher; yet many
would use them to fill odd column spaces, making it imperative to briefly scan the whole issue being consulted.
Fortunately for research, the Cotswold morris has - at
least until the stimulus given to traditional sides by Sharp
with the publication of the first volume of the Morris Book
in 1907 and continuing with the much publicised interest
from the literate, urban audience (7) - tended to be performed at Whitsuntide for at least, as far as we are aware, the
past two centuries. Both Abingdon and Eynsham are exceptions
to this general rule, however, with the former appearing
always to have traditionally danced on the day following the
fair on June 21st, whilst Eynsham have, in addition to performing at Whitsun, also danced at Christmastime (8), and the
appropriate issues need to be checked. Otherwise, a nearideal method of research is to home-in on the issue following
Whit Monday, which should contain the majority of reports on
the dancing, and then to look at two or three issues either
side of that date. From the 1840's on, most villages in the
Cotswold morris catchment area celebrated a feast associated
with its Friendly Society, and these "Club feasts" are very
often reported in the local newspapers. Some accounts are
elaborate and give at length the text of speeches made by
the gentry present (9), while others are more terse. In keeping with the social status of the correspondents, the reports
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are chiefly concerned with the visits of the club members to
the church and their subsequent dinner, and mention is made
of the local gentry whenever possible. The subsequent recreations of the villagers tend to be played down or omitted for
lack of space, and where these are reported it is usually a
rather desultory mention of dancing booths, climbing a greasy
pole and the like, and the impression is one of lightly concealed disdain. Some correspondents do, it is true, appear to
have been more sympathetic towards these "rustic antics", and
here there tends to be a good chance that morris, where occuring, will be mentioned. Unfortunately, there are seldom any
details of names of participants, dancing styles or even (in
the case of visiting sides) place of origin; and the reports
offer very little beyond establishing that dancing took place.
Even then, the disdainful attitude often creeps in; as, for
example
"The morris-dancers...did not attract the attention
of many persons except the juveniles..." (10)
Only during the 1860's and beyond, when many sides were disbanding and the morris becoming an increasingly rare sight especially in the towns, whence the newspapers emanated do the accounts tend to become a little more elaborate,
often coupled with a sense of nostalgia:
"WHITSUNTIDE - A company of "Morris dancers" have travelled through the [Oxford] district during the week, and
probably made a good harvest. This custom, like most
of the ancient amusements in England, appears to be
dying out and it is to the credit of Headington that
every year that village sends forth a band of dancers,
attired in the well known betagged and parti-coloured
raiment, who enable the public to witness the quaint
freaks of morris dancing." (11)
With the increasingly widespread interest in folklore, or
popular antiquities as the subject was still commonly known,
some of the correspondents began to compare their contemporary dancers with accounts of Elizabethan morris which appeared
in many nineteenth century publications (12), and a tendency
towards greater respect and even local pride in the dancing
becomes increasingly evident.
So then, after 1885 or so, fewer sides are actually in
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performance during the following two decades. Only Bampton,
Abingdon and perhaps Eynsham dance out with any degree of
regularity; while sides at Headington Quarry, Wheatley, Brackley, Bledington, Chipping Campden, Bidford and Ilmington
perform on occasion, sometimes for a two or three year revival.
In the Oxfordshire newspapers at least - with which I am most
familiar - this tends to mean that such appearances will receive a mention, however brief.
The post-1907 urban revival stimulated much interest in
the localities and articles begin to appear on the past history of the morris, as well as much useful information being
contained in reports of events organised by a particularly
active branch of the English Folk Dance Society in Oxford.
Appended to an account of a lecture given by Sharp in March,
1909, for example, is some material on the Eynsham morris
which the reporter had from Sam Moulder, leader of the team
at the time (13); while The Witney Gazette for June 11th,
1910 (page 5) contains an interview with 'Jinky' Wells at
Bampton, and the June 25th and July 2nd issues of the same
paper follow up with further pieces on morris in the locality.
The revival of dancing at Abingdon in that year is recorded
in an invaluable report in The North Berks Herald for 25th
June (page 5), which atypically gives the names of the men
involved - three of them previously unrecorded (14).
Inevitably, the first War eliminated all known traditional dancing (15), but the revival of Bampton morris following
the armistice is reported in 1919 (16) and in subsequent years
receives a consistent mention in one or more of the local
papers. I have yet to discover any references to the team
dancing at Eynsham from 1922 to 1927 (17); but the various
manifestations of Kimber's Headington side get a number of
mentions (18), and the 1930's revivals at Abingdon and Eynsham
are reasonably well documented (19).
Perhaps the most important development in many newspapers
published during this century is the addition of photographs.
As a colourful "spectacle", the morris has fared well in this
respect, both locally and nationally (20). In Oxfordshire,
Jackson's Oxford Journal blazed the trail when in 1910 it
became The Oxford Journal Illustrated, changing both name and
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format. Despite its publication during a period when traditional morris was in the doldrums, between its establishment and
1929, when it became The Oxford Mail, the paper printed a
number of photographs of relevance to the morris, including
one of Henry Franklin (21), one of William and James Hemmings
of Abingdon (22) and another of William Kimber playing for a
team of young girls performing a Quarry dance (23). Subsequently, numerous photographs of Bampton, Abingdon, Headington
Quarry and Eynsham have appeared in other titles, and their
usefulness cannot be over-estimated.
Morris in Oxfordshire at least continues to be reported,
often in great depth; however, the popularity of the dancing
is such that traditional teams may now appear at virtually
any time of the year, and this entails a more comprehensive
checking of the newspapers from around 1960 onwards.One of the
chief problems with the material collected by Sharp, Manning,
Butterworth and others prior to 1914 lies in the inadequacy or in some cases the inaccuracy (24) - of recorded dates when
a given side is in performance. The local newspapers can often
provide just such information, and even negative references
can be useful (25). The process of examining a newspaper run
can be tedious and sometimes unrewarding, but generally a
number of accounts will surface which add significantly to our
historical understanding of the morris.
Notes to Part One.
1. References to counties apply to boundaries extant
before reorganisation in 1974.
2. English Dance and Song, vol.42,no.1, 1980; pp.16-17.
3. Approaches to Local History, 2nd ed., 1978; p.99.
4. These may also be useful on occasion. See, for example,
the advertisement for the Whitsun Ale to be held at Brill,
Bucks., in Jackson's Oxford Journal, 21.5.1808, p.3,
which mentions proposed competitions for the best set of
both Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire morris. This, I feel,
indicates the obvious strength of the morris in the area
at the time.
5. I have found very few references to morris during the 18th
century. One of dancing at Burford at a political rally in
1753 (Jackson's Oxford Journal, 23.6.1753, p.3.); and
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another of the Brackley team's visit to Oxford in 1766
(JOJ. 31.5.1766)
6. The obituary of "Mettle" Castle, Adderbury fool, appears
in The Banbury Guardian, and The Oxford Chronicle for
6.5.1841. A much shorter notice is in JOJ for the same date.
7. This becomes particularly apparent following the first
World War as Bampton becomes almost an annual pilgrimage
for the urban folk enthusiast. In the Oxford Times report
on the Whitsun dancing, 1920, it states "...men from London motored down to take snapshots of the dancing, and the
townspeople were much amused to see photos of the Morris
in the daily papers the following day..." (28.5.1920,p.5)
8. The side was performing at Christmas in the early part of
this century, but we do not know how long this had been a
tradition at the time. See the account of the 1925 photo
in Part Three.
9. At Kidlington, for example.
10. Bampton account in The Oxford Times. 10.6.1865, p.3.
11. Oxford Times. 10.6.1876. p.8.
12. Chamber's 'Book of Days', Brand's 'Popular Antiquities of
the Olden Times' and Hone's 'Every Day Books', for example.
13. According to Sharp. Folk Dance Notes, vol.1, fol.101. The
Moulder interview in Oxford Times. 27.3.1909, p.10.
14. The deputy Mayor of Ock Street was G. Wake, "a Crimean
veteran"; the fool was C. Nobes, the grandson of a former
Morris dancer"; and one of the dancers was named Dalton.
15. Nevertheless, during 1917 and 1918, 'Jinky' Wells trained
a side of men to do the Bampton dances at Alvescot, two of
the dancers - Billy Flux and Jack Taylor - joining the
Bampton team in 1919. Flux, who married the daughter of
Tom 'Buscot' Tanner, the acknowledged leader of the side
at this stage, went on to become organiser of the team, and
men who danced with him remember him as the "leader" (Ted
Lay, for example.)
16. The Witney Gazette. 14.6.1919, p.3., for example.
17. But see the 1925 photo in Part Three.
18. Especially in 1931, which appears to have been a strong
year for the side.
19. Especially Abingdon in The North Berks Herald, published
in Abingdon.
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20. See Dommett mss. in Vaughan Williams Library for
photos of Bampton in the national press.
21. 24.6.1914, p.16. Franklin was a member of the pre1860 Leafield side.

22. 3.1.1923, p.3.
23. 26.5.1926, p.14.
24. In Percy Manning's mss.(MSS.Top.Oxon. d.200,fol.134; in
The Bodleian Library, Oxford), there is a list of dancers in
the side at Asthall Leigh. According to Samuel Neville,
Carter's informant, these danced "About 80 years ago." The
parish registers show that most of the men were only babies
in 1814. (See: Chandler. 'A Biographical Index to Traditional Morris Dancers, Fools and Musicians', in Morris Matters,
vol.3, no.1, passim, 1980).
25. The account of Mayor-making at Abingdon in 1870, in The
Abingdon Herald. 25.6.1870. "The ancient custom...which
fell into disuse for two years past..." (page 5); and the
report on Whitsun in Brackley in The Banbury Guardian.
24.5.1888, p.8: "...The morris dancers have not come out
on this occasion..." suggesting a regular appearance until
the previous year.
Part Two: A listing of newspapers published in the
south midlands.
Introduction: Very little work appears to have been done on
local newspapers, and although various articles and books
have quoted certain examples (1), only the article by Philip
Smither on the Buckinghamshire revival in 1844 which was
printed in English Dance and Song, Sept/Oct. 1957, vol.xxii,
no.1, has made any significant contribution.
With the aim of stimulating further research, this
section offers a listing of newspapers published in the south
midland counties over the past two centuries. It was prepared
in January 1972 by Robert Russell, son of the editor, from
information taken from the 1869 and 1872 editions of Mitchell's
'Newspaper Press Directory', and has been augmented with titles
which have been established since 1872.
I am most familiar
with those papers published in Oxfordshire (2), and therefore
in preparing this list of titles which are or appear to be of
primary importance, I have included those encompassing in

their area of circulation villages or towns possessing at
some stage morris sides of the Cotswold type, and omitted
those which would appear to only circulate outside of the
morris catchment area. This includes all papers published in
Wiltshire. Other titles may have isolated items of interest
(3) within their pages, but would not appear to contain any
degree of consistency and a search would ultimately prove
frustrating. An ideal aim, nevertheless, would be to examine
all newspapers as potential sources.
The List:
Title.
BERKSHIRE

Established.

Abingdon Herald (becomes
North Berks Herald by 1910)

Circulation Area.

1867

District.

Berks and Oxon Advertiser
inc.Abingdon.

1855

Wallingford district,

Berkshire County Chronicle
Oxon, Bucks.

1823

Includes Abingdon,

Buckingham Advertiser
Oxford,
Banbury area.

1854

Includes Brackley,

Buckingham Express
Bucks Advertiser and Aylesbury News

1865

Includes Brackley.

1836

Bucks, Oxon.

Bucks Herald

1832

Bucks, Berks, Oxon.

1862
1837
1858

District.
Includes Winchcombe.
District.

Brackley Observer

1858

Brackley, Northants,Oxon.

Northampton Herald

1831

County

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
(Chipping) Campden Herald
Gloucester Chronicle
Moreton Free Press
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

11.

10.
Title

Established. Circulation Area.

OXFORDSHIRE
Banbury Advertiser

1854

20 mile radius of Banbury.

Banbury Beacon

1860

Oxon and Northants.

Banbury Guardian

1838

Banbury Herald

1860

Oxon and surrounding
counties.
Oxon & surrounding cties.

Bicester Herald

1855

Oxford Chronicle

1837

District, Oxon, Bucks,
Northants.
20 mile radius of Oxford.

Oxford University Herald

1800

District.

Oxford Times

1862

Oxon & surrounding cities,

Jackson's Oxford Journal

1753

Surrounding counties.

Oxford Journal Illustrated 1910

Oxford District.

Oxford Mail

1929

Oxford District.

Oxfordshire Telegraph

1858

Bicester and

Oxfordshire Weekly News

1865

Chipping Norton and area.

Witney Express

1861

20 mile radius of Witney.

Witney Telegraph

1866

District, including Bampton.

Witney Gazette

1882

District, including Bampton.

area.

The Western Cotswolds and the Forest of Dean: Tewkesbury has
the "border" morris villages of Pershore, Upton-on-Severn,
Bromsberrow Heath and Evesham within the circulation area of
its two papers, The Tewkesbury Weekly Record (established 1855)
and The Tewkesbury Register (1858). The former carried reports from Winchcombe (4); and this latter town had its own
newspaper, The Winchcombe and Sudely Record, from January 1890
to December 1896 (5), and although the morris in the town
(Cotswold and border type) was in abeyance during this
period (6) the paper may contain retrospective material on
the dancing.
The Cirencester Times may have reports on the most westerly
Cotswold villages of Chedworth, Shipton, Withington and the
like, which fall into its circulation area. Stroud seems a

little too far west, but being situated mid-way between the
western Cotswold villages and those of the Forest of Dean,
its papers, The Stroud Journal (1854) and The Stroud News
(1867) may carry items of interest.
For the dancing in the Forest of Dean, the following
papers should be checked: Coleford Times (1862), Coleford
Forester (1860), Coleford Chronicle (1870), Gloucester Journal
(1722), Cinderford Journal (1866) and the Lydney Observer
(1871).
Sources: The British Library has copies of nearly all
newspapers ever published in this country, both national and
local, and these are housed at Colindale and require certain
access procedures. Runs of many titles can often be found in
the localities in which they were published, either in local
libraries, County Record Offices or in the offices of the
newspaper itself. The local history section of Oxford County
Library, Westgate, Oxford, has an extremely comprehensive
collection of Oxfordshire papers, some in bound volumes,
others on microfilm (7), as well as a good amount of material
on the Cotswold morris.
With the purpose of compiling a checklist of newspapers
which have been examined, so avoiding unnecessary duplication of research, we invite anybody who has worked in the
field to send us information on which titles and years he
has covered, and we will publish the results in The Morris
Dancer as the work progresses.
Notes to Part Two.
1.

e.g. Alun Howkins, 'Whitsuntide in 19th Century Oxfordshire', Ruskin College, 1974.
2. See: Chandler, 'An Interim Checklist to references to
traditional Morris Dancing and dancers in Oxford newspapers',
in progress.
Five parts to date (46 pages, including index
to dancers' names); and Chandler, 'References to Bampton
Morris in the Witney Gazette', part one.
Both items in
Oxford County Library and Vaughan Williams Library.
3. e.g. Berkshire Chronicle. 14.9.1844: The Duke of Buckingham's revival of dancing in the villages under his control. See Philip Smither, 1957, op.cit. Also, Reading
Standard, 25.7.1914, p.9, for an article on Bampton morris.

12.
4. 'A Portrait of Winchcombe', D.N.Donaldson, privately printed, 1978; p.124 for an 1856 item (not morris-related).
Copies in Gloucester Record Office.
5. Ibid, p.145.
6. See: 'Morris Dancing in Winchcombe', Gwilym Davies, in
Folk Write, no.2, September, 1977.
7. A microfilm reader may have to be booked in advance.
KEITH CHANDLER. 11.8.80
Editor's Note: Issue No.9 will carry Keith's "A Case Study:
Eynsham"; it shows what can be done with newspaper information.
Robert Russell's list of Wiltshire newspapers can be given
to any man who wants it. (12 titles, 1720 - 1868.)
The Superintendent, The British Library Newspaper Library,
Colindale Avenue, London, NW9 5HE, will supply a copy of his
Regulations, which will fit into a stamped (10p or 12p)
self-addressed foolscap envelope.
************************************************************
GLORISHEARS
The meaning of the titles of Morris tunes (or for that
matter any dance tunes) can vary from the transparent - My
Lord of Sherborne's Jig - to the totally obscure, of which
Glorishears is an example. Usually a title is derived from
words sung to the tune in question, but in the absence of any
context it can be misheard. Bampton's Bride in Camp from
Brighton Camp is a good example. Something similar has evidently happened with Glorishears.
The name is attached, in one form or another, to several
tunes and dances:
Tune Name
Dance
Place
Reference
1
2

3
3
?

Glorishears

stamp
Bampton
& clap
Glorishear leapfrog Fieldtown
(Finstock)
Glorisher
leapfrog Bledington
Leapfrog
leapfrog Headington
Glorishears leapfrog
Ascott -uWychwood

13.
Tune Name
? Glorishears
? Glorishers

Dance
unknown
?stamp
& clap

Place

Reference

Kirtlington Neal
Fieldtown Sharp Field
Notes,
April,1909

Dommett,
Summary
list

Bampton Glorishears is a tune rather similar to Young
Collins, and is not the more usual leapfrog dance. The Fieldtown tune is of unknown origin. The same has been said of the
Bledington tune, and of course of the name of all the tunes.
If any tune can be said to be THE Glorishears it is the
Bledington one, for both tune and dance recur at Headington,
although only under the descriptive name Leapfrog.
So the leapfrog dance is characteristically called
Glorishears. But what does Glorishears mean? Billy Wells of
Bampton thought of it as Glory Shears ("William Wells",
JEFDSS Reprint No.8, 1957, p.14.) H.housdell has suggested it
was a contraction of "Gloucestershire", after finding
"Glo'rshire" painted on an old wagon (Gleanings from correspondence and reported doings of 1968, compiled by Ewart
Russell for The Morris Ring). However, no tune with "Gloucestershire" in its title, nor any tune associated with the
Gloucestershire regiments, resembles any of our Glorishears.
The true progenitor of the name is a tune linked to the
Bledington/Headington one:

Bacon, p.40
Bacon, p.156
Bacon, p.89
Bacon, p.193
Sharp MSS,Dance
books II 41-45

There are several differences between this and Glorishears,
but the essential similarity - especially in the distinctive
rhythm - is obvious. The tune is given in C. Simpson's The
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British Broadside Ballad and its Music, 1966, p.522, but it
was not until I encountered it in an 18th century manuscript
along with two other tunes used for the Morris that the penny
dropped. The title? Now Comes on the Glorious Year. It was
published in 1709 in D'Urfey's The Modern Prophets and
cannot have been written much earlier, as it contains references to contemporary events (the capture of Majorca in 1706,
"Webb's Wonder" a year later). The tune and lyrics became
very popular and several versions were published. One parody
was entitled simply The Glorious Year. It is but a short step
from there to Glorishears.
MIKE HEANEY.

21.7.1980

***********************************************************
LECTURE NOTICE
The Librarian at The Vaughan Williams Library tells the
magazine that at 7.30 p.m. on 15th December, in the Library
at Cecil Sharp House (nearest tube, Camden Town) Roy Dommett
will speak about "Morris in the Cotswolds in Recent Years."
***********************************************************
From NORWICH
Kemp's Men of Norwich are on extremely good terms with their
local National Trust properties. From general enquiries, we
think that not many sides dance at these properties, but we
would strongly recommend any side which has one or more
National Trust property in its area, to contact the Regional
N.T. Information Officer and get permission to dance at one
or two. In the N.T. season, there is a ready made crowd not
only of visitors but also staff. We find that not only do we
get in free of charge, but so do our camp-followers and usually we get tea, cheap or free. In one area we were offered a
fee to dance at a property, but unless we were not permitted
to collect we would not accept this.
Certainly, if your side decides to do a tour of Norfolk,
don't forget the National Trust properties, they will certainly welcome you.
PETER SALT Bagman 13/8/80

Also from Norwich,
NORRIS WINSTONE, himself a man with something like a halfcentury of the Morris, writes about two others who served
their fellows for a long time:TONY PEGRAM did an awful lot for the morris through Heston
School Morris, teaching boys to dance, play accordians (often
loaning these to boys). Also his school had a country dance
band which played for local dances. I first met him at Goldsmith's College in 1933 when we appeared to be the only men
there interested in Folk Dance. We did mainly country dancing,
but also attended courses at Cecil Sharp House on Sword and
Morris.
Also, even when we left College, we always attended Lela
Douglas' Whitsun courses at Settle in Yorkshire, where instruction was by such experts as Tommy Adkins, William Ganiford, with
GEORGE TREMAIN playing for everything. I remember he had a
little black note-book with a few numbers on each page. From
this he was able to play any tune, country, sword, morris,
songs......wonderful. He played a single row melodeon, and
when he was presented with a two row instrument, played one row
only, saying he didn't know what all the other knobs were for!
Pegram and I often danced jigs to George's playing on these
courses.
We always had a Whit Monday (when it was Whit) tour of
Yorkshire villages, dancing Yorkshire Long Sword (usually
Boosbeck), the Gisburne Processional, Cotswold Morris, and the
Yorkshire dances collected by Miss L uglas. Once on one of these
tours our car broke down and Pegram and I, dressed in whites
etc, had to walk several miles across the moors back to Settle.
We got some very strange looks from passers-by, and discovered
later on that two lunatics had escaped the same afternoon,
dressed in white.
Tony Pegram was taken ill while playing for dancing, and
died of a coronary in hospital.
2.6.1980
N.W., again:Another George Tremain story worth repeating:He was telling about his first recording session at H.M.V.
He'd been told that the recording would be for exactly three
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minutes, and had practised with a stop-watch.
On the great day - he'd journeyed from North Skelton to
London - the recording went as planned - almost - for when he
came to the end of his playing, he said "Bloody - hell, thank
God that's over." This of course came out on the Master Record, and the whole thing had to be done again! The actual
playing time was two minutes forty seconds!! I think he
played the Boosbeck sword tunes.
16.6.1980
N.W., same letter:Kemp's Men made a T.V. film with Chris Harris which was
transmitted as part of the programme "The King's Singers
World of Music." This was produced by Yvonne Littlewood and we
spent a whole day with her and all the camera crew and other
odd bods filming in Elm Hill, Queen's Road, The Guild-hall, the
Market Place; somewhere on the Newmarket Road (to get in the
"Norwich a Fine City" sign). A hilarious day with not much real
morris, but plenty of beer and food paid for by the BBC. Chris
Harris is a most likeable actor and we made him an Hon. Member.
He displays the baldricks hanging out of his trunk (a prop. on
stage, not a proboscis) in his one-man act.
*************************************************************
RAVENSBOURNE M.M. IN FRANCE
The Dieppe Carnival, 15th, 16th, 17th August, 1980
The obvious route was the Newhaven-Dieppe crossing, but
the fishermen's blockade of the port of Dieppe prevented such
routing. The group travel ticket was acceptable at Dover for
conveyance to Calais. Men travelled to Dover by car, in weather that deteriorated the further east that one went from
London; but spirits were not dampened by the deluge that fell
at Dover Docks. Men travelled in Morris kit, and danced on the
boat going over.
Upon arrival at Calais, and after passing through Immigration and Customs, the problem that presented itself was
how to get to Dieppe. A company now known as "Ravensbourne
Enterprises Limited" was immediately formed and started trading. The car rental firms wanted money if we were to take their

vehicles. However, some of the 'directorate' had other ideas.
Why not Sea-Link, having transported us over the Channel,
take the responsibility of getting us to Dieppe? After all,
our ticket was made out for just that crossing. They weren't
really interested; but thirteen men, and a goodly number not
being midgets, presented a strong argument, one that was not
to be taken frivolously. A little dancing in the Calais
station, much to the delight of other passengers but not the
authorities, helped to accelerate the decision to get us out
of their way as soon as possible. First two large Peugeot
Estate Cars were brought round, only to be countermanded by a
56-seater coach also arriving on the scene. Sea-Link had
turned up trumps. One large coach, complete with driver,
transported thirteen Morris Men and their luggage 'free of
charge' to their rightful destination. Not only did they take
us to Dieppe, hut to our ultimate accommodation for the weekend, some 14 kilometres from the Sea-Link Dieppe terminal.
This included driving through a lot of Carnival traffic and
obstruction. We thought this our right; after all, we had
made the attempt to get to our destination under adverse
condit-ions. One of our number (the fourteenth member) lives
and works in Dieppe, and met us upon arrival; and as soon as
we had cleared our luggage into our communal weekend living
quarters, we were hurriedly escorted to our first French
meal. Our fellows in the Carnival had in the main already
eaten; we were late in arriving. However, we were not rushed,
and fully garbed Morris Men presented a contrast to the many
Marching Bands and Drum Majorettes.
We took the trouble, before leaving, of preparing (1000
copies) a translation into French of the wording on the back
of our programme handouts. We further took the trouble of
translating a shortened version of the sword-play into French,
that our audiences might understand little of what was
being enacted. These leaflets we handed around to our 'fellowtravellers', and we felt we had started the proceedings on the
right level.
It was now a bright warm summer evening. The marching
bands moved off, with a suitable space between each; likewise the Majorettes with their Drum Band accompaniment. Then,
by contrast, a team of Morris Men; who not only danced but had
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their own band with them as well.
Our Saturday programme: busking around Dieppe in the
morn-ing; lunch at a very pleasant place just a few kilometres
outside Dieppe; participating in the Carnival during the
afternoon; more busking; dinner at the lunch stop; back to the
Carnival for the evening session, and another round of busking.
After the morning session of busking we were transported
to our lunch place by a lunatic French driver of a school bus;
who was at pains to demonstrate that these buses had an exceedingly low centre of gravity, such that they could be driven
at speed around hairpin corners. However, the weight of
Ravensbourne being considerably greater than that of an equal
number of school-children, raised the centre of gravity sufficiently enough for even our lunatic friend to realise that
we would all go together. We did arrive before the others, to
be greeted by the President of the Carnival with an aperitif.
We then started on our four-course luncheon. Between the hors
d'oeuvres and the main course there was time to entertain our
fellow participants (who had by now arrived) with some music
and singing. As the meal proceeded, washed down by an unlimited
supply of wine, any beliefs that the French may have had
about dour phlegmatic Englishmen were quickly dispelled. One
young French lady was celebrating her birthday. Ravensbourne
sang 'happy birthday to you'; each man kissed her in turn,
the fool managing to remove some of his make-up onto her
face. Much noise of delight from all around. Before moving
off we delighted our friends with our pot-pourri of a LongSword dance together with its truncated play. Champagne then
flowed. Thereafter, anything went. Whenever we met them, be it
at the Carnival or whilst busking around the town we were
greeted as long lost friends.
After dinner that evening - a more relaxed, but no less
noisy affair - we performed for our own amusement about the
town, being escorted by our bus-driver friend and a colleague
of his. Our first stop was outside the adjacent premises of
the Fire Brigade and Gendarmerie. Ravensbourne wore a collection of Gendarmes' hats and Firemen's helmets; whilst the
latter seemed to have acquired an almost complete set of
John Bull style hats. Much amusement among the participants,
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and the onlookers both French and foreign visitors.
Saturday evening finished with a firework display at a
Chateau on a cliff-top, and from our quarters we had a
grand-stand view of the proceedings, a magnificent
spectacle.
Sunday morning dawned dull and grey, but as the morning
went on, so it brightened, until somewhere around 11.00 the
sun was shining and we started busking again. After lunch it
was back to the last show for the Carnival. However, by this
time it was raining. Afterwards our chief concern was with
means of getting home. Dieppe was already closed; Dunkirk and
Calais had closed, and from rumours it would appear that the
fishermen were trying to close the borders as well as the
roads around Calais to prevent visitors from 'escaping'.
Through the good offices of one of our number, five flew out
in a chartered Cessna light aircraft on Monday morning, into
Biggin Hill. The remainder prepared for a siege; excepting for
two, who pressed both the Carnival President and the Mayor
for some assistance, and by their introductions managed to
secure a bus and its driver who took us and other stranded foot
passengers through to Ostend. We finally arrived in Dover
around midnight (Monday/Tuesday) some thirty hours later than
anticipated. It was Ravensbourne Enterprises Limited that
hired the bus, sold spaces to others, and made a profit on
the deal.
We took with us a letter of introduction from the Mayor
of Bromley to the Mayor of Dieppe, which we presented to the
Mayor through his chief officer. We also gave him an engraved
Beer Tankard. Our free handouts in French were well received;
also we took a number of badges with us which were given
away. We left with an invitation from the Organiser to come
back next year.
JOHN WELLS 14.10.1980
***********************************************************
From the First Log Book of The Morris Ring: Cecil Sharp House,
22nd March, 1947.
"During the course of this general dancing the three new clubs,
Ravensbourne, The Reel Club, and Rugby, were admitted to the
Ring; each, by a species of ill-disguised sleight of hand,
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being presented with the same stave since the stock had not
been located in time."

From the same Log entry:Of Douglas Kennedy, Squire of The Ring: "He then went on to
speak of the impressive dancing of a team of Zulus at the House
some years previously, and mentioned how one of the women had
told him that she always did a good-night dance and slept
very soundly as a result. Just recently, when lecturing at
Beckenham, he recalled this, and recommended the practice,
improvising a suitable dance on the spur of the moment. This
had seized the imagination of some reporter present and his
advocacy of the good-night dance was blazoned throughout the
national press the next day, and he was besieged with requests for details of the dance; and it was even suggested that
a photographer should be sent along to take pictures of
himself and Mrs. Kennedy performing in their night attire."
Second Log Book, Thaxted, 5th-7th June, 1953.
"At lunch it was announced that dancing would be continued in
Thaxted after the Feast by the light of the Coronation
illuminations......"
Second Log Book, London, 8th-10th July, 1955.
"The meeting opened on the Friday evening with a Morris Ale
at Cecil Sharp House beginning at 8 o'clock. Apart from the
very large number of dancers this occasion was memorable for
the presence of a most distinguished visitor in the person of
Dr.Ralph Vaughan Williams, O.M., who, as President of the
English Folk Dance and Song Society, presented to the Squire
(Donald Cassels) on behalf of the Society a handsome silver
ceremonial brooch suitable for use as a badge of office for
the Squire of The Morris Ring."
5th Log Book. Colchester, 25th-27th July, 1969.
"At Stoke-by-Nayland an elderly lady was heard to say 'I don't
hold with it; those men ought to find something better to do.' "
****************************************************************

